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The DVD to 3GP Suite is a discount software pack which is designed to convert movie DVDs
or other videos to 3GP, AVI and more video/audio/image formats for your mobile phone at a
lower price. Two powerful applications: DVD to 3GP Converter and 3GP Video Converter are
included in this suite. The DVD to 3GP Suite supports nearly all most popular 3GP mobile
phones such as iPhone, BlackBerry, Nikia, Motorola, Samsung, LG, etc.. 

Key Features

Split a large video file to smaller video clips to fit your device memory.
Support batch conversion at the same time which could free your hands and save
your time.
Remove DVD copy protection on-the-fly: Region-free & CSS-free, remove Sony
ARccOS copy-protection, copyright-protection.
Multiple Converting Modes: The whole DVD movie content could be converted under
three modes (Entire Disc, Main Movie, and Customize). You have freedom to select
which mode is the best match with your BlackBerry.
The built-in converting engine will automatically extract sound tracks from DVD movie
for BlackBerry.
Multiple languages supported let you use it more conveniently.
Flexible locations to choose, you can save the converted files either on your stylish
BlackBerry or on hard drive.
Automatically detect your BlackBerry as soon as it is connected to PC to save time on
finding out your device.
Playback source files directly, in this way you can have a general idea of what files
you are going to convert.
Preview source files in mini window. You can freely select the better one to convert.
Real-time display the whole conversion process with detailed information of file size,
file name, estimated time and elapsed time.
Quickly open destination folder that help you to find out the converted files as soon as
it converted.
All generations of BlackBerry could be supported. We are keep updating with the
latest version to support your needs.
User-friendly interface makes you finish converting with a few easy steps.
Lifetime free upgrade
Lifetime free technical support
14-days free trial

System Requirements

Win98,WinME,Windows2000,WinXP,Windows2003,Windows Vista Starter
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